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Following is text of speech by the Rt. Hon. Oliver Lyttelton,

Minister of Production, to members of the Devonshire Club:

Let me say to begin vdth how much I regret that I had to defer this meeting
because of my visit to the United States, I had put down as a possible subject on

which I would speak, "Some Post-War problems", but I did so rather under a misappre-
hension as to what the nature of this meeting would be, and I would like to tell you

quite frankly that I do not think it is possible for a Member of the Government and of

the War Cabinet to speak on Post-War Reconstruction problems except in a very informal

manner•

There are two reasons for this. Firstly, any consideration of these problems
involves the affairs of several nations; and secondly, that merely to pose some of

the questions and to examine possible solutions of them may, if they come from a

Minister, look like a statement of a policy, and whatever may be true of post-war

problems, it is quite clear that they cannot be examined in any detailed way, since

much ujl the data upon which the post-war world must be built is still lacking.

I see no difficulty in a private exchange of views on such subjects as the future

of civil aviation, but I should not feel it possible to deal with such a subject in

public except on the broadest lines at this juncture. Lastly, there is always a

danger that if I now examine post-war problems, a spirit gets abroad that the end of

the war is at hand. There is no evidence that we can discern of that being true.

The great thing to insure is that by bringing immediate impact on the enemy, we

can shorten the time of victory. This re quires a correspondingly greater effort now,

and we must not be content to drift towards ultimate victory. The sufferings of the

people of Europe alone cry out for vengeance now, and speed, and urgency are more

important than even the full accumulation of our resources to make victory certain.

Another reason why I have allowed myself Ministerial latitude in talking about

subjects other than those on the Order paper is that, as you may know, I have just

returned from America, I have always found an American autumn and American hospitality

amongst the most exhilarating experiences, and my recent visit was certainly no exception;

I may tell you that so anxious were the elements to retain my valuable services in the

United Kingdom, that it took me three or four days to reach Washington, and we flew

all one night, for thirteen hours, only to find, ourselves back again where we started

from.

It was only to be expected, after I had spent about a month in the United States,
that the United States should show an equally flattering intention of retaining me

there, because on our flight across, we lost an engine, the crank shaft and the gear

broke, and once more we had to return to our point of departure.

Let me say that in all matters of production it is the duty of a Minister of

Production not only to expand the industries which produce munitions, but also to

cut back the programmes. This may seem fairly obvious, but there have been certain

occasions when the programmes asked for actually exceeded the total amount of raw

material in the non-Axis world a vailable to manufacture them.

In other words, there was a tendency - particularly in the United States -

at the beginning of our programmes to make war with resources that did not exist.

Since the United Nations control nearly all the world’s raw materials, you can see

how easy it is to fall into an absurdity, and to try and beat a combination which

disposes of 15% or 20% of the world’s raw materials by mobilising 150%. Surely
this cannot be necessary? However, there is no doubt about it, that at the beginning
of an industrial programme of munitions, whether it is in this country or in the

United Spates, it is highly desirable to set the sights very high, and probably just

above what can ever be attained.

By stretching the industrial muscles upwards to something which is not quite

reachable, thay are strengthened and become flexible, but it is most important that

after a certain time the goal of production should bo sot at what is attainable.

I think that the United States have been very quick to see this, and I think that

members of the Devonshire Club are probably aware that in the last few weeks the

programmes in the United States have in some cases been cut down and others placed on

a strictly realistic basis, and this is one of the reasons why the immediate impact

on the enemy will be greatly increased. /if I may
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If I may give an illustration, let us suppose that the capacity to mate aircraft

in a. small country wore 1,000 aircraft a month. No harm would be done if the Govern-

ment of that country set the sights at 1,200 aircraft a month in the hopes that the

industry would make super-human efforts to gain this objective* But if the aircraft

programme were set at 3,000 a month, then the whole cf the resources, money, man-

hours and the raw materials of that country would have to be devoted to creating a new

aircraft industry, to building new plants and new machine tools to achieve the target.

In doing so they might do fatal injury to the shipping and ground equipment,
and the thousand and one other things which go to make the total, effort in war*

Apart from all these effects, it is quite clear that the balance between the

man-power needed to make- munitions andthat needed for the Armed forces to use them

must always he finely adjusted, and again must be adjusted -with the ever-present
thought of impact*

.

This revised policy is one of the most noticeable things to a visitor in the

United States today* I think that this is one of the big things which the

President of the United States has got right, and the Americans have a' most heartening
habit of getting the big things right* The characteristic of our German enemies is

that they got everything right except the things that matter; they may have a superb
military machine - they had one in 1914 - but once again they have misread the

political portents, they have under-rated the human spirit, they-have under-rated other

people l s love of their country, they have under-rated the courage of despair which

animates the hearts of those who
are defending their land.

I wonder what the feelings of the German General Staff arc when they, compare
the posture in which they now find themselves, to that in which they were when France

collapsed*

Yet the military organisation, apart from the big things, is a model of

efficiency, and has been built up by the efforts of an industrious people in the

national industry of Prussia and Germany - namely war.

It is quite easy to sneer at the democracies, at some of their mistakes and

inefficiencies over details, but isn 't it true that we have got the things right?

where, for example, -would the United Nations stand today if it had not been for

the Lend-Lease policy which the political sagacity and foresight of tho President

made possible so long ago? Is it not remarkable that in the month of October, when

the United States had upon their hands not only the campaign in the Solomons, but the

preparation for the largest amphibious operation in history, that they nevertheless

made’ available to the United Nations Lend-Lease aid of a value of no loss than 915

million dollars?

There are many critics in the United States, and a few in this country, who

profess to bo disappointed by the' production which the United States has achieved during

the first twelve months in which she has been in'the war,

No comparison between what we achieved in the first twelve months when we were at

war and what the United States achieved, would be very satisfactory, because the picture

is over laid by a great many unassessable things.

The United States had, for example, the benefit cf large manufacturers* orders

from France and Great Britain' before she was a belligerent* On the other hand, we

armed, or made preparations to re-arm, partly in 1938, I do not quite know how the

account would stand, but of this I am sure, that the comparative production of the

United States after twelve months of war is far ahead of what ours was after the

first twelve months when we were at war.

Nobody who stays even a short time in the United States can help feeling

boundless admiration for the vigour and restlessness of the mind and the

American scene.

It is quite true that the energy and efficiency of Indus try may sometimes bo

impaired by cumbrous Governmental machinery, but it will surmount all these obstacles.

/Of course
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Of course it is very easy to sneer at Government machinery. I remember

when I was Controller of Non-Ferrous Metals, hearing the plaintive cries of

industrialists who complained that in order to make a complicated piece of

industrial machinery like, for instance, a machine tool, they had to obtain

their raw materials from five or six different Government agencies. We do not

hear those cries today.

The fact remains that in order to conserve and distribute equitably the

raw materials which go into this manufacture, to see that they shall be within

our resources and paid for out of our balances or obtained from America upon

credit, Government control is necessary.

We cannot set up Controllers for every individual item of industrial equip-
ment in order that the manufacturer of a sausage machine may go to the Sausage

Machine Controller. We had, in fact, to make Steel Controllers, and Metal and

Rubber and Plastics and Chemical Controllers, and if somebody is unfortunate

enough to use then all in his manufacture, he must go to the various Government

agencies and get his needs.

But when they are accepted by the Government, he can roly upon them.

There is thus much criticism also in the United States about Government inter-

ference with business v/hich is quite -unjustified. But it would be idle to deny
that, the re-organisation which has been taking place recently was necessary.

It is not the least surprising because the art of Government is only easy

to those who do not have to exercise it.

People write sometimes in this sort of vein:- How ridiculous it is that

my niece Mary should have been evacuated to an area where she has no relations,

whereas by a little good management Mary might have been sent to another area

where she has two aunts who would have locked after her properly.

It is unnecessary to explain to the members of the Devonshire Club that the

re-distribution of a population under a blitz on a consanguinity basis would

present an administrative problem from Which even the present Government with

all its fund of experience, and with all its immense skill and* efficiency,
would recoil. '

The task which the Cabinet had set me in' the United States covered a very

wide field.

I had to discuss first of all the merchant shipbuilding programme of the two

nations. I found that it was regarded as axiomatic in the United States as it

is in the United Kingdom, that the striking power which we can build up in the

two countries must always exceed in 1943 our ability to transport it to any

given theatre of war. In this atmosphere, the United States has set its hand

to the nest stupendous programme of merchant shipbuilding that the world has

ever seen.

The construction in that country in one year will exceed by more than

twice the total mercantile marine under the United States flag at the beginning
of the war.

I next had to agree a programme for escort vessels, and to arrange for

their allocation in accordance with the tasks for protecting commerce which fall

to the two Navies.

There was next the utilisation of shipping, designed to secure the minimum

imports to this country of food, raw materials and finished munitions, to main-

tain our Armed forces abroad, and to secure those essential commodities for the

life of the Empire which are necessary if the contribution of the British

Commonwealth to the war is to remain unimpaired in 1943.

Next, the subject of complementary items of ground equipment such as tanks

and anti-aircraft guns and ammunition had to be fixed, upon a firm basis, and

lastly, I obtained a very large allocation of aircraft to balance the striking

power of the Royal Air force and the Fleet Air Arm in the battles in the air

which lie before us in the year which is about to dawn.

/in all these
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In all these matters, I found the most sympathetic consideration and far-

sighted knowledge of war from the president and his advisers, and I would, like

particularly to say, also .from the heads of the great Military Services, from

Admiral King, General Marshall, General Arnold and General Somervell, Here are

the sort of men with whom I should always be glad to go out and shoot tigers or Nazis.

I think we should be well advised to speak quite freely in the United States,
as I did myself, upon matters which concern the British Commonwealth of Nations.

There is undoubtedly much misunderstanding and, if I may say so, ignorance., in .the

United States about the British Commonwealth, and perhaps more particularly about

the British Colonial Empire ,
The very word Empire has a. ring to it in American

cars which conjures up an Empire on the model of the Empire : of the past.

As I recalled to im American audience the words of General Smuts:

" this great human experiment in political organisation, this

proudest ..political structure of time, this precedent and

anticipation of what one hopes may he in store for human

society in years to come, is being tested as never before

in its history? , but it is holding together more .successfully

than ever before, under the most brutal attack"

Surely no defence of the self-Governing parts of the British Empire are needed

with these words ringing in our ears, especially when we remember that General Smuts

entered public life, first by fighting against the British, and when we remember,that
he is now, after the prime Minister, the most distinguished figure in --the British

Commonwealth, and a man who shares with us our innermost secrets and our innermost

anxieties.

But I also spoke of the non-self-Governing territories, the Colonies,
protectorates and Mandated Territories, for whose welfare the United Kingdom is

clearly responsible. In some quarters in America the Colonial system was described

as at an end, but there has been little knowledge of what the Colonial system is.

I think that much of the criticism is based on a fundamental misunderstanding
of the nature of the British Colonial Empire, There is .an impression that these

territories are administered direct from London, that their laws are made in London,
and that they pay their taxes to Great Britain,

My American audience learned that each Colony had its own constitution, made

its own laws, and was only subject to general supervision from England, These

constitutions are never stated, but are continually being developed towards fully

representative Government,

Even since the war, constitutional reforms have been made. It was with

surprise that my American audience heard that Bermuda and Barbadoes have enjoyed

freely elected Houses of Assembly for more than 300 years, and it was with positive

incredulity that they learned that the natural resources of the Colonies were not

exploited for the benefit of Great Britain, and that every Colony was free to

dispose of its products in the open market to any purchaser, on equal terms, and

that there was no restriction of exports in favour of Great Britain,

If the abolition of the Colonial system means that the freedom laving nations

are, after victory, to cease to interest themselves in the and ordered

existence of the weaker races of the world, and to leave them to/spoliation by

such countries as Germany and Japan, I entirely dissent.

There is inherent in the obligations cf: a Great Power towards Dependencies
which cannot defend themselves, the obligation to defend them not only from

intestine strife, but also from the enemy, and what use, we may ask, is law and

order and prosperity if the territory is first to be recaptured from the enemy

in order.that its freedom may be granted back to it.

Could Malta have survived, might we ask, without the protective might of

Great Britain, and it is no solution to what is a world problem to leave the

weaker races to their own devices and exploitation by any conqueror.

/it is no
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It is no solution to leave the Javanese and the Malayans free to be exploited

as they wouldbe at once, by the Japanese, and we must recognise that there are

many races in the world that cannot stand up for one instant against the bombs and

tanks of the modern world.

I also, in the same speech, talked at some length about India, I do not

propose to do so today, except again to say that with India, as with the British

Commonwealth, free ventilation of facts in the united States is necessary.

The more this is done the better, we have nothing to be ashamed, of in the

history of our rule in India. Fewer people have been killed in India by arms

during the last 150 years than probably in any large country in the world.

There is again a general feeling, in the United states that India would play
a much greater part in the war .if the: proposals of Congress had been accepted.
The simple fact is that throughout the war, volunteers to join the Indian Army
have almost invariably been much greater than the number which could be absorbed

at any one time.

The Indian Army has grown from 170,000 men before the war to an estimated

1,500,000 at present, and the rate of recruitment has steadily grown to 70,000 a

month* All these men are volunteers, and it is well known that the contribution

which India, has made in munitions to equip her own forces and also to provide

equipment for other British troops abroad is a very notable and substantial

contribution*

I reminded my American audience that if they were impatient to see changes in

India, constitutions wore not made like omelettes, and that thirteen American

colonies, sprung from the some stock, speaking the same language, still took

twelve years to frame the constitution of the United states.

As I have said, we have nothing to fear from ventilating facts. There is a

great and* I believe, growing body of opinion in the United States which sees the

salvation of the world only in close co-operation between the united States and

Great Britain.

The comradeship which is now witnessed both upon the battlefield and in this

country between the forces of our two nations will further this cause, which we

must bear always in mind, as perhaps the greatest of war aims.

MINISTRY OF mm&m-PRODUCTION
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